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The focus of this AINSE conference is a celebration of the many contributions that nuclear
science and technology have made to the development of knowledge over the past forty years.
While understanding and reviewing the past can help us along the road to the future, and in
particular help us avoid mistakes of the past, such an historical review cannot determine what
the future road will be.

What is possible is to scope possible scenarios taking account of a wide variety of inputs from
many and varied sources; to assess the facts and the trends in many fields and then to couple
this information with some 'dreaming' and 'what if questioning. We are in a knowledge
revolution. The available information is currently doubling every seven years. For
socioeconomic development some of the knowledge, currently available and to be generated
in the future, must be converted into value, into innovative products, services and solutions
which will give rise to wealth creation.

What are the likely sources of wealth creation in the first twenty years of the next century?
Economists, engineers and scientists seem to agree that the 'high road' for Australia is likely
to involve the exploitation of a range of advanced and emerging technologies for which a
reasonable scientific base has been developing over the past twenty years of this century.
These include communication technologies, biotechnology, nanotechnology, biomedical
engineering, novel resource processing technologies, environmental technologies, advanced
transportation technologies and smart food technologies together with participation in large
'infrastructure' projects which will generate a quick start in Asia.

Technological developments require further scientific questions to be answered and a raft of
enabling technologies. Underpinning many of the emerging technologies, considered likely to
contribute to socioeconomic development, are both materials science and various processing
technologies. There is a requirement to understand the structure and function of natural and
man-made molecules and changes in the structure of materials during processing steps and/or
functional performance in a range of environments. There is a need to better understand
natural processes.

An analysis of the structure, function and performance of materials requires the use of the
fundamental probes, neutrons, charged particles and X-rays. Understanding natural processes
is facilitated by isotopes. The past has delivered a solid knowledge base for understanding the
properties of these probes and their potential applications. Each has unique properties and
access to all types of probe is required. Recent innovations, in materials development, have
themselves resulted in the design of facilities to deliver these probes more efficiently and
effectively and in the construction of better detectors to 'visualise' the outcome, thereby
allowing a broader range of questions to be answered. The crystal ball cannot forecast
specifically what creative ideas will emerge, innovations that will be considered nor what
specific questions will require solution. However, trends show that the development cycle for
new products is quickening. Access to solutions for materials and processing problems will
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be required in an ever-decreasing time span for any company wishing to maintain the
competitive edge. Nuclear science and technology can and will be an essential component of
this innovation cycle, assisting Australian enterprises to be at the leading edge of competitive
markets.

AINSE has enabled and fostered projects across scientific disciplines and partnering between
institutions has improved. However the effective application of the appropriate nuclear
probe/s to solving questions, in materials science and the processing industries, of direct
relevance to advancing the emerging technologies and their innovative application to provide
high value products and services, will, almost certainly, require different ways of working. It
will be up to the scientific community to show that they can make a difference.
Multidisciplinary teams, including not only scientists and engineers but consisting of all
disciplines involved in a product life-cycle, or value chain, on a scale not common for current
AINSE projects, will almost certainly be required; improved communication and genuine
inter-institutional teaming for specific projects will be essential. ANSTO and others are
attempting to address these issues. However if the benefits of nuclear science and technology
are to be captured, embracing such new partnership models will need to become
commonplace in the years ahead.

We will plan and commission facilities, we will foster the scientific capabilities but we must
not just create knowledge, but also create the opportunities to assist in adding value and
thereby make a difference.
We must dream about what might be, brainstorm as to what should be and then influence the
external environment and create networks to make the 'high road' a. reality. We must share
our dreams.
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